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Position Summary

Are you a talented data engineer that would like to take the next step in your career? Do

you love modelling and analyzing data? And do you want to be part of an ambitious and growing

Master Data Management team that is transforming the Master Data Management practice in

ECCO?

Then it could be you we are looking for as our new Master Data Engineer.

Come join us in our Master Data Management & Governance team and get a significant

opportunity to shape and impact the future of MDM in ECCO - a key focus area of

ECCO’s Managing Board and top priority in our Digital Transformation.

Our team consists of 8 members, is organized in Group IT and is currently located in four

locations – two in Denmark, one in Portugal and one in Poland, and we are now looking

to expand our team.

Tasks & Responsibilities

Together with our team, you will be part of our global set-up of master data related to the

entire value chain from development and production to sales and retail. We work with

multiple different data teams to ensure the quality of our Master Data and that the

maintenance of our master data follows global guidelines.

In your new position as our Master Data Engineer, you will have a critical role in the above

and you will have the following main responsibilities:

Develop our MDM platform consisting of the tools Profisee, Collibra and One-Trust.

Analyze and profile our master data to support our master data stewards, master data quality
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analysts, data scientists and business development projects.

Build and document our MD business glossary, MD classification and our MD lineage.

Model our master data and build rule engines for creation, validation, cleansing and

anonymization so we can create the golden record.

Support our master data stewards, master data quality analysts and data scientists in the use of

the MDM platform

Develop our platform methodologies and integrations between our different MDM

platform tools.

Requirements

You enjoy diving into master data, and you do so with a structured and detail-oriented

approach. Furthermore, you are a fast learner, team player, you like collaborating with

others and your innovative and able to suggest new approaches or solutions to improve our

services. As your team is located at multiple locations, you need to be able to work independently

and feel comfortable using teams and similar online tools. You have a strong drive and

ability to deliver within deadlines.

Many different roads lead to this position, but we imagine that you have:

A Computer Science or equivalent education.

Strong experience in data modelling.

Experience working with Profisee, Collibra or similar MDM platform tools.

Documented experience from positions as a Data engineer within a data domain.

Minimum of 3 years of experience with Azure Platform fundamentals and data resources

such as Data Factory and Data Lakes, SQL scripting and Microsoft SQL Server.

Worked with data architecture and solution design.

Experience from a retail and/or production company.

Fluent English speaker

Flexible to travel 



Ready to be part of MEA TEAM?

The position will be located in Turkey and support Ecco Globally.

If you want to drive innovation and help shape the industry, then seize this exciting

opportunity. We will invite candidates into process on an ongoing basis, so please apply as

soon as possible.

Imagining yourself at ECCO? Get a glimpse of what your new exciting career entails on

enter.ecco.

CREATE THE FOOTPRINTS OF TOMORROW 

At ECCO, you become part of a meaningful, developing and multicultural workplace. You

join a global family of more than 25,000 people who are proud to create the footprints of

tomorrow.

Headquartered in Denmark, we are a family-owned company that offers international

opportunities. Our offices and facilities have an informal culture and relaxed dress code – our

shoe code is slightly stricter.

Join us and we guarantee lifelong learning – the speed of progress is up to you. So, if

you’re curious, passionate and ready to make an impact, you’ll fit right in.

Imagining yourself at ECCO? Get a glimpse of what your new exciting career entails on

enter.ecco.

#LI-CAREERSATECCO
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